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Abstract: 

 
Mobile online users are eager to use a plethora of ad-supported mobile apps, implicitly agreeing to disclose 
their locations to advertisers, third parties and governmental agencies. In contrast, location data privacy 
traditionally centers on conditions and mechanisms providing anonymity to individuals in a single domain. As 
we argue here, richer mobile data across domains bring new research opportunities but also motivate new 
tools to inform users on the disparate impact of location-enabled personalization. Two recent advances are 
used here as examples: (1) The first open and reproducible tool revealing mobility trends among ethnic 
groups, as seen in two metropolitan areas. Leveraging photo-sharing websites, we show how it can inform 
users with renewed details on the discriminative risk their location data entails. (2) A new algorithm type to 
reconcile a user’s identity across generic and sparse mobile data sets. This principled method is robust and it 
outperforms previous heuristic rules even in its simplest variants. It also highlights the opportunities left open 
by a richer and unified picture of mobile users. 
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